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is the new test, and it will be found the only one which
could answer Christ's purpose of excluding all hollow
disciples and including all, however rude and vicious, who
were capable of better things. Every other good quality
which we may wish to make the test of a man implies
either too little or too much for this purpose.
Justice is often but a form of pedantry, mercy mere
easiness of temper, courage a mere firmness of physical
constitution; but if these virtues are genuine, then they
indicate not goodness merely but goodness considerably
developed. A man may be potentially just or merciful,
yet from defect of training he may be actually neither.
We want a test which shall admit all who have it in them
to be good whether their good qualities be trained or no.
Such a test is found in faith. He who, when goodness
is impressively put before him, exhibits an instinctive
loyalty to it, starts forward to take its side, trusts himself
to it, such a man has faith, and the root of the matter is
in such a man. He may have habits of vice, but the
loyal and faithful instinct in him will place him above
many that practise virtue. He may be rude in thought
and character, but he will unconsciously gravitate towards
what is right. Other virtues can scarcely thrive without
a fine natural organisation and a happy training. But the
most neglected and ungifted of men may make a beginning
with faith. Other virtues want civilisation, a certain
amount of knowledge, a few books; but in half-brutal
countenances faith will light up a glimmer of nobleness.
The savage, who can do little else, can wonder and worship
and enthusiastically obey. He who cannot know what is
right can know that some one else knows, he who has no
law may still have a master, he who is incapable of justice

